
GREAT SOCIAL CHANGE DID NOT TAKE PLACE DURING THE

POST-WORLD WAR II ERA ESSAY

That great events have great effects seems a truism and it would â–³2. An essay on this subject written in, shall we say,
, or , A feature of the post settlement was thus, if settlement is not an Roseman, Mark: World War II and social change in
Germany, in: Arthur Marwick et al. (eds.

Carroll Read more Sudeten Germans make their way to the railway station in Liberec, in former
Czechoslovakia, to be transferred to Germany in this July, photo. The Soviet Union seized back some bits of
territory such as Bessarabia, which it had lost to Romania in  The war had brought the USA, as well as the
USSR, into the heart of Europe, though it was essentially the disintegration of the wartime Grand Alliance that
made it stay there, and American aid via the Marshall Plan undoubtedly played a major role in assisting the
recovery of Western Europe and determining its political complexion; the results of the Italian election of
were important here in that they resulted in a resounding victory for the Christian Democrats as was
Adenauer's narrow victory in the first elections to the Bundestag in August  There is legitimate concern about
the quality of recall data, particularly for time periods decades in the past. The new woman and minorities.
Thus, for example, in postwar Yugoslavia , men who had served in the opposing Serbian and Austrian armies
both were released into Yugoslav society. Postwar societies were inundated not only with the soldiers
demobilised in relatively short order once the fighting had finished; they also absorbed hundreds of thousands
of prisoners of war who returned home more slowly. A further weakening of the position of Europe came with
the diminuendo of the colonial empires of Britain, France and the Netherlands. Central Europe has been
described as a "lunar landscape dotted with enormous heaps of rubble and bomb craters", 6 while, in Berlin,
"Ninety-five per cent of its urban area lay in ruins". European economic development was on the cusp of the
end of industrialisation and the beginning of the post-industrialisation era. In many countries, social change
also speeded up. In Germany, whereas immediately before the war the army numbered just over , men,
including roughly 29, officers, [23] during the Weimar period from the beginning of , the strength of the
Reichswehr was limited to , men. Eliot â€” , on both political and cultural grounds, much of Western Europe
was indeed transformed in the s into an increasingly prosperous society, which, consumed cultural products as
avidly as motor cars and washing machines. When the war ended, , German soldiers found themselves in
Western Allied captivity. What did you learn in the war? Rather than the focus of loyalty for cultural or ethnic
reasons, a body to which the individual owed obedience, the state became a dispenser of rights and it owed the
individual the good life, order and stability. Yet, paradoxically, it was the threat from one super power and the
protection of the other that provided the context for the post-war success of European supra-nationalism and
the most important reason for it, the rapprochement of France and Germany. Because of the cold war, there
was no comprehensive peace settlement after the second world war as there had been in  Neither the Quota
Act nor the National Origins Act limited immigration from countries in the Western Hemisphere, and nearly ,
Mexicans entered the United States between and  The new woman's mystique was exemplified by the heroines
of F. If you cannot see the interactive activity on this page, click here. Let us remember the war, but let us not
remember it simplistically but in all its complexity. Much of the revenge was to gain advantage in the postwar
world. The exact figure was 2,,, or  The capacity for destruction had been so much greater than in the earlier
war that much of Europe and Asia lay in ruins. Britain, for instance, can be seen as taking up where it had left
off in in moving from the s towards a consumer-orientated economy and society. How should the past be
remembered? It was humiliating and many people wanted revenge. The one major exception was Poland, as
the joke had it "a country on wheels", which moved some miles to the west, losing some 69, sq metres to the
Soviet Union and gaining slightly less from Germany in the west. The s saw a fundamental change in
migration patterns as they affected Europeans, as the United States largely closed its doors to Southern and
Eastern European migrants when a restrictive immigration regime was introduced that more or less remained
in force until the s. Here, a side view of the Heinkel He "Volksjaeger", propelled by a turbo-jet unit mounted
above the fuselage, in Hyde park, in London. Finally, I have lost that bourgeois habit that I used to have, of
wanting to impress by appearances. Alexander Watson gives the number of Poles who served in the German
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armed forces as , The Soviets also tried to exact reparations from Germany and Japan; whole factories were
dismantled down to the window frames and were carted off to the Soviet Union, where they frequently rotted
away. It has been estimated that altogether between 6. These tactics, along with yellow dog contracts, through
which employees agreed not to join a union, worked; union membership dropped by almost two million
between and  Where is employment, bread, fraternity? These developments were underpinned by different
economic and social systems and, if in part the result of the war and differing national traditions, were also
consequent on America's aid to the West via the Marshall Plan. It also was in the East and South-East that
societies had suffered proportionally the greatest military losses. Eventually the United States and Japan
concluded a formal peace in  The postwar populations of countries that had suffered substantial military losses
were composed disproportionately of women, adolescents and the elderly. Winston Churchill â€” [ ] had,
perhaps, failed to realise or had ignored the anti-colonial implications of the Atlantic Charter, which he and
Franklin D.


